"Booster Gold" #37 has easily the nicest art from Chris Batista and Rich Perrota on the series to date; we've got Batista's normal expressive faces and comic timing, but at the same time there's a nice hard edge to his pencils that works well for the outer-space setting. Even the over-sexed appearance of Estrogina works out well here; I think it helps that Batista doesn't just make her top-heavy, but rather a solid, powerful, muscled figure that exudes not just sex appeal but strength and endurance as well. (That said, I still can't stop laughing at the expre Now Booster Gold has changed the course of history and saved his friend from death. But as Booster is about to learn, altering the flow of time can have unpredictable and deadly consequences. In the extra chapter of this volume 111 Booster Gold: Blue and Gold, relive the comic book debut of the Booster Gold, launched in February 1986. The new hero makes his home in the city of Metropolis, fighting for truth and justice and hoping to secure sponsorship deals in the process! Product Features: Hardback making it durable, prestigious and timeless. Originally published as Booster Gold #0 (April 200... Booster Gold (2007-) #37 book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Booster Gold finds himself conflicted between reliving happier ti...Â Start by marking "Booster Gold (2007-) #37" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover.